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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a strong interest1 in the mechanism of the
chemi-ionization reactions

O~3P!1CH~X 2P!→HCO1~X 1S1!1e2 ~1a!

and

O~3P!1CH~a 4S2!→HCO1~X 1S1!1e2. ~1b!

Recent MRCI calculations2 determined a number of in
termediate HCO states~channels! with low barriers that
could allow reactions~1! to occur adiabatically, provided tha
the total energy of HC1O for a given channel and angle o
approach was above the minimum potential energy of HC1

at the same angle. This constituted the effective range
angles for the given channel~see Table I of Ref. 2!. For
reaction ~1b! only one adiabatic channel was identifie
However, the possibility of a diabatic mechanism for E
~1b! presents itself because of an avoided crossing near
bohr in the C–O coordinate (RCO), the only active coordi-
nate in the region of interest. The avoided crossing alo
RCO is between the 22P and 12P states in linear geometr
and between the states that correlate to these two upon b
ing, that is between the 42A8 and 32A8 as well as between
the 42A9 and 32A9 states. It was concluded in Ref. 2 th
besides the adiabatic channel, reaction~1b! could proceed
via diabatic transitions between the states above thro
their nonadiabatic couplings in the active coordinate, p
vided these couplings were strong. That is, provided that
nonadiabatic transition probability~TP! from one to the other
of these states is high. Here, we plan to use the nonadia
couplings to obtaining an estimate of the TP betwe
the coupled states via an approximate expression and to
roborate the results by employing the qualitative Mas
parameter.

a!Electronic mail: arimet@eie.gr
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II. NONADIABATIC COUPLINGS

We ran approximate calculations of the nonadiaba
coupling matrix elementsA(RCO) between each pair of the
coupled states alongRCO keeping the other internal coord
nates constant. To estimate the possible effect of orienta
these calculations were done at four angles of appro
~180°, 160°, 140°, and 125°! which were within an effective
range as discussed in Ref. 2 and mentioned in Sec. I.
C–H coordinate was kept at 2.12 bohr at all runs. We e
ployed the correlation consistent aug-cc-pVTZ basis se3,4

and all energy computations were done at the state aver
multiconfiguration self-consistent field~MCSCF! and MRCI
level as implemented in theMOLPROpackage.5 The four elec-
trons in the 1s orbitals of C and O were frozen, and th
active space was limited to the nine valence orbitals am
which the remaining eleven electrons were distributed. T
evaluation ofA(RCO) was done by a finite difference proce
dure using orthogonal orbitals via theDDR and theDIAB pro-
grams ofMOLPRO.

The main body of calculations was done at the MCS
level of accuracy at linear and bent geometries inC2v(2P)
andCs(

2A8 and2A9! symmetries. The validity of the result
was tested for a colinear approach against MRCI calcu
tions. The cost of these calculations was excessive~about
460 CPU hours per coupling curve inCs!, and it was the
reason for not employing them throughout.

III. TRANSITION PROBABILITY

The quantity of interest here is the single pass TP fr
the higher to the lower of the coupled states as atom O
proaches CH. For relatively accurate probabilities one co
solve the semiclassical coupled differential equations for
amplitudes of the involved states. However, a rough estim
of the TP can be obtained by the approximation~in a.u.!:6

P5sin2~pA0G/2!exp~2DE•G/VT!, ~2!

whereA0 is the peak of theA(RCO) curve,G is the width at
half maximum,DE is the energy gap between the two ad
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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batic states aroundRCO and VT is the relative velocity be-
tween CH and O at temperatureT. In Eq. ~2! DE andVT are
assumed constant, a condition which is fulfilled here: With
the coupling zone,DE varies only by about60.0003 a.u.
around the peak, andVT corresponds to a relative kineti
energy fixed at 1.5 kT. For the two temperature cases
cussed in Ref. 2,VT in atomic velocity units~avu! is given
by V2000'0.0012 avu and V600'0.000 66 avu (1 avu
52.18773108 cm/s). A qualitative estimate of the diabati
ity of the system is given by the Massey parameterj(RCO)
5VT•A(RCO)/DE ~in a.u.!. Whenj@1 the system is highly
diabatic.7

IV. RESULTS

Figure 1 depicts theA(RCO) curves for a collinear ap
proach calculated at the MRCI level both inC2v(2P) and in

FIG. 1. The nonadiabatic matrix elements between the indicated pair
states computed at the MRCI level of accuracy for a collinear approac
the HC1O system.
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Cs(
2A8 and2A9! symmetries. The peaks of the graphs are

slightly different locations due to the different configuratio
entering the corresponding wave functions. However,
coupling strength is about the same in all three calculati
as it should be. The corresponding curves at the MCS
level are not shown, but they are also displaced with resp
to each other for the same reason. Table I shows the qu
ties needed in Eq.~2!, as well as the computed TPs at th
point of avoided crossing for 2000 and 600 K. In view of th
many uncertainties entering the calculation, the compari
of the TPs for the linear approach between the two levels
accuracy justifies the use of the less accurate, but less co
MCSCF approach we have followed here. Notice that all T
within a narrow zone around the crossing point, which c
be considered as the coupling zone, are of comparable m
nitude. Outside this zoneDE changes considerably, and on
cannot tell by using Eq.~2! how the TPs vary because Eq.~2!
is no longer valid there.

As the angles change from 180° to 125°, the coupl
curves are spread over a wider region of the C–O coordin
in such a way thatA0 decreases whileG increases. These two
effects seem to cancel each other, and the TPs remain a
the same for all angles of approach within their effecti
range. It is also apparent that the TPs are rather insensitiv
temperature changes. One detail must be cleared up reg
ing the existence of high barriers after the crossing wh
would prevent reaction~1b! from taking place. The
asymptotic gap between the states 4 and 3 is;0.76 eV.8 The
barrier of the 32A8 state is lower than this gap at all angles2

and reaction~1b! can proceed through this diabatic chann
The barrier of the 32A9 state is slightly higher than 0.76 eV
near linear angles of approach, but it drops quickly bel
0.76 eV at smaller angles,2 and so reaction~1b! can proceed
through this diabatic channel as well.

From Table I it seems reasonable to adopt an overall
of at least 90%, regardless of angle of approach or temp
ture. As discussed in Ref. 2, however, the effective range
angles does depend on temperature. It was also found
within the coupling zonej@1, a result corroborating the
diabaticity of the system. Thus, the diabatic channels

of
of
TABLE I. The peaksA0 ~bohr21! and the widthsG ~bohr! of the coupling curves, the energy gapsDE ~a.u.! of
the adiabatic states, and the transition probabilitiesP at the avoided crossings. In theP rows, the first entry
refers to 2000 K, and the second to 600 K.

MRCI MCSCF

180° 180° 160° 140° 125°

2 2P/1 2P A0 49.2 48.2
G 0.020 37 0.020 80

DE 0.000 43 0.000 19
P 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99

2 2A8/1 2A8 A0 51.9 57.1 26.0 10.9 6.3
G 0.019 30 0.017 52 0.038 51 0.091 48 0.156 78

DE 0.000 40 0.000 14 0.000 29 0.000 59 0.000 89
P 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.98 0.96/0.92 0.89/0.81

2 2A9/1 2A9 A0 55.5 53.4 44.8 28.2 23.4
G 0.018 04 0.018 77 0.022 28 0.035 57 0.041 69

DE 0.000 41 0.000 17 0.000 16 0.000 24 0.000 29
P 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.98
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indeed very important for reaction~1b! and to some exten
independent of temperature.
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